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The V.I.P is a very special pick 4 lottery system, as this will allow you to have box and straight hits

when the time is right. There is no need to play everyday, you could start by focusing on getting box

hits or going for straight hits, but i suggest you start by getting box hits first. This one is a winner, i

sure hope that this alone will bring you consistent wins.This has been designed to start low or go

high on the hits, meaning that you can start playing 4 sets for box hits, or play the full 9 sets.How do

we convince the lottery machine to spit out the winning lottery numbers ?well i'm pretty sure that

with this lottery book, you will soon hold a winning lottery ticket. Unlike the pick 3 lottery game, the

pick 4 pays more. The trick with this lottery ebook is to find pick 4 lottery patterns that show up.

Believe me, this is better than lottery ticket scratchers and lotto soccer. this is the lottery master

guide that you need. get this now and also look for my pick 4 lottery software called EZ Wins, this

too is great ! the lottery secrets are inside, take a look !make $5000 and more within 6 months with

the Pick 3 & Pick 4 investment programs, i use my new strategies not sold anywhere else, more

details on my sites. A new group starting soon...join now !Some testimonials Quinta R2:42 PM (9

hours ago) to me Hello Hans, I recently ordered your p4 ATM and I didn't get a chance to study the

system until Sunday afternoon. I was amazed how well it worked when I back tested just a few

numbers. So I played in Oregon Sunday night and won $750.00!! This is the second time your

system has brought me a winner! A short story about myself: I started being interested in the daily 4

here in MI around 2007 or 08. I just wanted to use simple math to win at least box nothing big.

However, my simple math created str8 90% of the time. The flip side is it was too many sets and too

long for the winner to come costing Too much Money! But the excitement of figuring out the daily 4

st8 2 weeks to a month ahead of time kept me studying and trying to narrow down the time frame

and sets. So I came across lottery post from a mentor and realized that numbers travel when I saw

all the state numbers on one page. So I started playing more states and still cost me too much

money, because I would back test my numbers for one state and play those numbers in 8-10 states

and it would fall a couple days later in another state so I started playing in all states too much

money! So I knew I needed advice from a professional player. I lurked on lottery post and a guy

praised your system so I purchased the legacy4, I won the next day! I recently purchased p4atm

and 2tr8 and won the same night. Something that I wasn't able to do with my own strategy. I had

many laugh at me saying I was crazy for believing in strategy and at times I questioned myself, but

thanks to you I'm confident that I will keep winning using strategy. Quinta R Quinta won $4500 with

my P4 ATM playing online. 3/20/2014234179078-3ON Midday 1:45PM Pick

41$0.50$0.50N4-5-1-54-6-1-2 3/20/2014234179078-4 KY Midday 1:10PM Pick 41$0.50



$0.50N4-5-1-74-5-1-7 $4,500.00 Meet MK from Washington DC. This customer has most of my

systems, after receiving his brand new EZ Str8 system for Pick 4 ,he won a nice box hit. Here is

what he wrote to me. Guess what! I just start testing your EZ4 system and mirror them like you told

me that it might do me a trick in DC. They came out from 3938 to 2428. I won 2824 play only box for

start like you stated. Actually I won straight many times from your Pick 3 system but I didn't get a

chance to show you. I told you that you're the BEST!, remember that. Regards, - M K
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Really hoping to get a straight hit. This seems like it has good potential. It is a little vague on the

details though. Should have been written a little more clearly.

Its the best for pick 4, I will recomended for everyone who play pick 4. Sure winners guaranteed no

losers, I tested it works. Thank you for your advice.

Very helpful strategy to add on with other pick 4 strategies from Hans.



You can find all this information on the web for free. There are websites/forums that provide all the

info thay you will find in these books.

The author only wrote a few pages . I sent a text and no response.
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